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Anat Bratman-Elhalel <anatb@gfh.org.il> Wed, Apr 10, 2013 at 5:05 AM
To: "annaklevan@gmail.com" <annaklevan@gmail.com>

Dear Anna,

 

Thank you for your request.

You can conduct a preliminary search of archives' content through the GFH website:

a.       http://www.gfh.org.il/Eng/  >  Archives  (lower left-hand navigation bar)

b.      Basic Search (upper row of tabs)

c.       Of the "Data banks," deselect all but "Holdings Registry"

d.      In the "Search instructions" field, type: Janusz Korczak

e.       Search, then click on the icons to open the .pdf file and display the documents

Please do not hesitate to ask any further questions.

Sincerely,

Anat
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-----Original message-----

From: anna klevan <annaklevan@gmail.com>
To: Madene Shachar <madenes@gfh.org.il>
Cc: Sharon Lockhart <sharonkalockhart@gmail.com>, Lockhart Studio <lockhartstudio@me.com>
Sent: Tue, 09 Apr 2013, 18:33:19 GMT+00:00
Subject: from Sharon Lockhart

Dear Madene,

 

I hope this message finds you well.

 

I'm sending you this email on behalf of Sharon Lockhart, a California based artist who often collaborates with
children to make her work. Sharon will have a survey exhibition, which will be opening on May 16th in the
'Ujazdowski Castle Center for Contemporary Art' located in Warsaw. 

 

Together with this exhibition she will make a new work in Warsaw, based on and inspired by the theories of
Janusz Korczak.  Right now we are in the stage of theoretical research; collecting and reading all kinds of
documents and essays that are connected to Korczak in different ways. I think the archive could be of a great help
at this stage of the project - I looked up the online archive and found the photos rather fascinating. 

 

Maybe it is also possible for us to get access to the notes of Korczak himself, or any other documents that come
from the hand of Korczak and his students which are not available in the online archive. Other than that we're
really interested in the first issues of the 'Ma!y Przegl"d' - it would be great to be able to read the articles written by
the children. 

 

These are just some of the documents we are really interested in, if the 'Ghetto Fighters House Archives' isn't in
the possession of those named above; referring us to other archives would already be of great help.

 

Many thanks in advance,

 

Lehitraot,

Anna Klevan

 

Lockhart Studio 

Ph/Fx (323) 478-0305

Cell (626) 318-4010
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anna klevan <annaklevan@gmail.com> Wed, Apr 10, 2013 at 4:08 PM
To: Anat Bratman-Elhalel <anatb@gfh.org.il>
Cc: Sharon Lockhart <sharonkalockhart@gmail.com>, Katherine Schultheis <katherineschultheis@gmail.com>

Dear Anat,

Thank you for replying so quickly. 

The online archive instructions were very useful. I have looked in the archive, however, and couldn't find what I
was looking for; primary sources from Korczak himself. On this point we're really interested in Korczak's own
writings - with this I mean notebooks, documents or other records that Korczak and his students used to document
their observations and conclusions about the (adult relation with) children or any other records of the orphanages
(the court and parliament) . If I understood correctly from the chapter on Korczak in 'The Rights of the Child and
the Changing Image of Childhood' written by Philip E Veerman - several of these notebooks are in the archives of
kibbutz Lohamei Haghetaot. 

Are these documents still in the kibbutz' archive and is it possible for us to get access to these documents? If not,
could you refer us to other (Israeli) archives that are in the possession of these primary sources? 

Toda Raba,

Best,
Anna Klevan

Lockhart Studio 
Ph/Fx (323) 478-0305
Cell (626) 318-4010

[Quoted text hidden]

Anat Bratman-Elhalel <anatb@gfh.org.il> Thu, Apr 11, 2013 at 2:56 AM
To: anna klevan <annaklevan@gmail.com>
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From: anna klevan [mailto:annaklevan@gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 2:09 AM

To: Anat Bratman-Elhalel

Cc: Sharon Lockhart; Katherine Schultheis

mailto:annaklevan@gmail.com
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Cc: Sharon Lockhart; Katherine Schultheis

Subject: Re: FW: from Sharon Lockhart
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-----Original message-----

From: anna klevan <annaklevan@gmail.com>
To: Madene Shachar <madenes@gfh.org.il>
Cc: Sharon Lockhart <sharonkalockhart@gmail.com>, Lockhart Studio <lockhartstudio@me.com>
Sent: Tue, 09 Apr 2013, 18:33:19 GMT+00:00

Subject: from Sharon Lockhart

Dear Madene,

 

I hope this message finds you well.

 

I'm sending you this email on behalf of Sharon Lockhart, a California based artist who often collaborates with
children to make her work. Sharon will have a survey exhibition, which will be opening on May 16th in the

'Ujazdowski Castle Center for Contemporary Art' located in Warsaw. 

 

Together with this exhibition she will make a new work in Warsaw, based on and inspired by the theories of
Janusz Korczak.  Right now we are in the stage of theoretical research; collecting and reading all kinds of
documents and essays that are connected to Korczak in different ways. I think the archive could be of a great help

at this stage of the project - I looked up the online archive and found the photos rather fascinating. 

 

Maybe it is also possible for us to get access to the notes of Korczak himself, or any other documents that come
from the hand of Korczak and his students which are not available in the online archive. Other than that we're
really interested in the first issues of the 'Ma!y Przegl"d' - it would be great to be able to read the articles written by

the children. 

 

These are just some of the documents we are really interested in, if the 'Ghetto Fighters House Archives' isn't in

the possession of those named above; referring us to other archives would already be of great help.

 

Many thanks in advance,

 

Lehitraot,

Anna Klevan

http://www.gfh.org.il/
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Lockhart Studio 

Ph/Fx (323) 478-0305

Cell (626) 318-4010

lockhartstudio@me.com

 

 


